ABSTRACT

Higher Education - Universities - Tamil Nadu Universities Laws (Amendment) Ordinance 2017 - Prescription of Educational Qualification and Experience for the post of Vice-Chancellor in the 12 Universities in Tamil Nadu - Notifications - Issued.

Higher Education (K2) Department

G.O.(Ms).No. 187

Dated: 14.07.2017

Read:


ORDER:-

The twelve notifications appended to this order shall be published in the Extra-Ordinary issue of the Tamil Nadu Government Gazette.

(BY ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR)

SUNIL PALIWAL
PRINCIPAL SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT

To
(for publication of the notifications in the Extra-ordinary issue of the Tamil Nadu Government Gazette)
The Principal Secretary to Governor, Rajbavan, Chennai – 22.
The Registrar, Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai.
The Registrar, Bharathiar University, Coimbatore.
The Registrar, Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli.
The Registrar, Mother Teresa Women’s University, Kodaikanal.
The Registrar, Alagappa University, Karaikudi.
The Registrar, Manonmaniam Sundaranar University, Tirunelveli.
The Registrar, Periyar University, Salem.
The Registrar, Tamil Nadu Open University, Chennai.
The Registrar, Thiruvalluvar University, Vellore.
The Registrar, Tamil Nadu Teachers Education University, Chennai.
The Registrar, Annamalai University, Chidambaram
The Registrar, Anna University, Chennai
Copy to
The Chief Minister's Office, Chennai – 9.
The Senior Personal Assistant to Minister (Higher Education), Chennai – 9.
The Senior Private Secretary to Chief Secretary to Government, Chennai – 9.
The Private Secretary to Principal Secretary to Government,
Higher Education Department, Chennai – 9.
The Law / The Legislative Assembly Secretariat, Chennai – 9.
sf/sc.

//Forwarded / by Order//

R.B. Muralidhar
14-11-2011
SECTON OFFICER.
PART II—SECTION 2
Notifications or Orders of interest to a section of the public issued by Secretariat Departments.

NOTIFICATIONS BY GOVERNMENT

HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

TAMIL NADU UNIVERSITIES LAWS (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE 2017

NOTIFICATIONS OF PRESCRIPTION OF EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION AND EXPERIENCE FOR THE POST OF VICE-CHANCELLOR IN THE 12 UNIVERSITIES IN TAMIL NADU UNDER THE ACT.


No. II(2)/HE/562(c-1)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 11 of the Madurai Kamaraj University Act, 1965 (Tamil Nadu Act 33 of 1965), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Madurai Kamaraj University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 11, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;

2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;

3. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;

4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and

5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.
NOTIFICATION - II

No. II(2)/HE/562(c-2)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 11 of the Anna University Act, 1978 (Tamil Nadu Act 30 of 1978), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Anna University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 11, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in Engineering or Technology or Science; *

2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

3. Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;

4. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;

5. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D.; and

6. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

* Any discipline of science, relevant to Anna University.

NOTIFICATION - III

No. II(2)/HE/562(c-3)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 12 of the Bharathiar University Act, 1981 (Tamil Nadu Act 1 of 1982), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Bharathiar University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 12, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;

2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

3. Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;

4. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;

5. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D. or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and

6. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

NOTIFICATION - IV

No. II(2)/HE/562(c-4)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 12 of the Bharathidasan University Act, 1981 (Tamil Nadu Act 2 of 1982), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Bharathidasan University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 12, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-
1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;
2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;
3. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;
4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and
5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

NOTIFICATION - VI


No. II(2)/HE/562(c-6)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 13 of the Alagappa University Act, 1985 (Tamil Nadu Act 23 of 1985), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Alagappa University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said section 13, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;
2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;
3. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;
4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and
5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.
4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and

5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

NOTIFICATION - VII

No. II(2)/HE/562(c-7)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 11 of the Manonmaniam Sundaranar University Act, 1990 (Tamil Nadu Act 31 of 1990), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Manonmaniam Sundaranar University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said section 11, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;

2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;

3. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;

4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and

5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

NOTIFICATION - VIII

No. II(2)/HE/562(c-8)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 12 of the Periyar University Act, 1997 (Tamil Nadu Act 45 of 1997), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Periyar University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said section 12, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;

2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;

3. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;

4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and

5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.
NOTIFICATION - IX


No. II(2)/HE/562(c-9)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 12 of the Thiruvalluvar University Act, 2002 (Tamil Nadu Act 32 of 2002), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Thiruvalluvar University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 12, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;
2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

3. Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;
4. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;
5. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and
6. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

NOTIFICATION - X


No. II(2)/HE/562(c-10)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 10 of the Tamil Nadu Open University Act, 2002 (Tamil Nadu Act 27 of 2002), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Tamil Nadu Open University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 10, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;
2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

3. Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;
4. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;
5. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and
6. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

NOTIFICATION - XI


No. II(2)/HE/562(c-11)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 10 of the Tamil Nadu Teachers Education University Act, 2008 (Tamil Nadu Act 33 of 2008), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Tamil Nadu Teachers Education University, hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 10, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;
2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

or

3. Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;
4. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;
5. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and
6. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.
1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;

2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

   or

   Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;

3. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;

4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and

5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

NOTIFICATION - XII


No. II(2)/HE/562(c-12)/2017.—

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (2-A) of Section 9 of the Annamalai University Act, 2013 (Tamil Nadu Act 20 of 2013), the Government of Tamil Nadu in consultation with the Chancellor of the Annamalai University hereby specifies that every person recommended by the Committee, referred to in sub-section (2) of the said Section 9, for appointment as Vice-Chancellor shall possess the following educational qualifications and experience, namely:-

1. A Ph.D. Degree in any discipline;

2. Not less than twenty years of experience in teaching and research in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions or in all taken together;

   or

   Not less than ten years of experience as Professor in a University system;

3. Not less than six years of administrative experience in universities or post graduate colleges or publicly funded research institutions in positions such as Dean, Head of the Department or any other such administrative positions of equal or higher degree of responsibility or in all taken together;

4. Must have published not less than five research papers in University Grants Commission listed journals after acquiring Ph.D or authored not less than two books (non edited books) if adequate number of such University Grants Commission listed journals are not available; and

5. Must have presented not less than two papers in international level academic or research events and possess experience of having conducted not less than one such academic or research event.

SUNIL PALIWAL

Principal Secretary to Government.